We love life – indoors
and outdoors
That’s why we developed a garden
kitchen designed to meet the demanding requirements of outdoor
furniture and kitchens, requirements concerning the use of superior quality materials throughout
with resource-saving ecological
production. That’s why we chose
made in Germany. This created an
iconic piece for future generations,
designed by Michael Schmidt.

A brand of
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bbqube |
The Outdoor Kitchen
The bbqube brings cooking outside! The outdoor kitchen
brings not only the fascination of grilling and frying but the
entire cooking process from food preparation to cooking and
eating outside. This is a unique celebration of garden, patio
or roof terrace cooking, with the design of the bbqube garden kitchen playing a pivotal and fundamental role.
The classic feel of bbqube’s design remind us of the great
kitchens of the past: a single unit in natural stone or stainless steel, resting on two three-legged trestles made of solid
wood. The bbqube sets the perfect scene for a performance
– all in an expandable floor space measuring only 1.8 x 0.7
metres.

93 cm

180 cm

70 cm
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Make cooking an
event with bbqube

The integrated design of bbqube turns outdoor cooking into

Designer Michael Schmidt is the creator of the bbqube

a performance in which everyone can play a part. The entire

concept and design. “I wanted to really stretch out the en-

cooking experience with all its functional processes can be

joyment of cooking and grilling. This is one of the reasons

shared outdoors without having to keep going inside to rin-

why our kitchen was given a gas grill, a charcoal grill and

se anything or to wash up. Whether grilling with charcoal,

a sink.

frying in a wok or cooking using the lid, the bbqube provides

Also I hate only having a BBQ on the patio and to keep having

everything in one modular unit.

to go inside for everything else related to cooking.”

Preparation, cooking and eating. Simple and easy. From
starters to main courses and desserts. Everything together
in one place - convenient and sociable.
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Every bbqube is unique
and individual – simply
one of a kind!
The use of natural materials such as stone and solid wood means that your
bbqube outdoor kitchen is unique - no two stone slabs or pieces of timber
are alike in marbling or colour.
The bbqube is innovative for many reasons: the patented lightweight construction of the natural stone kitchen block and the use of thermally-modified
solid wood make the assembled bbqube unit a lightweight (total weight
approx. 95 kg). This makes the kitchen simple and quick to assemble or
dismantle.
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Stone types
A choice of four different types of stone allows you to make
your kitchen even more individual. Together with our stone
supplier we have selected a range of natural stones to suit
every taste and to blend harmoniously into the design of
your outdoor area.

Graphite Brown, satinized marble

Ocean Black, brushed phyllite

Tiger Black, polished granite

Silver Moon, patinated quartzite
The samples shown give the general appearance of the natural stones,
which may vary in colour and structure.

Features

We’ve thought of
everything for you!
+ The bbqube contains fully-functional kitchen equipment, whe-

The high quality multi-level stainless steel sink comes from
the world of professional kitchens and provides superior
functionality with various accessories (e.g. a colander). KWC
premium mixer taps in stainless steel complete the sink
unit.

ther with or without fixed installation
+ No electrical connection is required to use the kitchen
+ Easy to assemble and dismantle (stone kitchen unit = 73 kg in
weight, stainless steel unit = 35 kg, solid support trestle = 12 kg)
+ Can be connected to the domestic water supply via a garden
hose or water pipe
+ The gas grills are run on a standard propane gas canister, concealed inside a container
+ The worktop can be extended using side extension elements
+ An integrated waste chute complete with bin makes waste disposal easy
+ A water-repellant, breathable fabric cover provides protection
against dirt and the elements

The hob is available as combination charcoal grill/single gas
burner or as a dual-burner grill. The gas grill can also be
fitted with an optional wok support ring.

An integrated waste chute and bin make waste disposal
easy. The work surface can also be extended using additional side elements. Chopping boards can be rested on and
attached to the edge of the sink.

The windbreak for the grill and cooking island is dual function: after use it can be placed over the utility units as a
cover, making the kitchen look tidy and protecting it from
the elements.
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System bbqube

Components

Grillpfannen- oder
Wokeinsatz optional

Wetter-| Winterschutzhaube

optional grill pan or
wok support ring

weather protection cover

Armaturen

Gasgrill (zweiflammig)

taps

gas grill (dual burners)

Kombination:
Holzkohle und Gasgrill (einflammig)

combination:
charcoal and gas grill (single burner)

sink inserts

Windschutz und Abdeckung

Black varnished stainless steel kitchen unit, acts as base for various modular
grill units including a multi-level stainless steel sink and waste chute. Supplied
without mixer taps. >Dimensions: 180 x 70 x (H) 27 cm, 35 kg

Solid ash support trestle, thermally-modified oiled wood.
>Dimensions: 180 x 70 x (H) 66.5cm, aprox. 12 kg

Combination grill in stainless steel: charcoal and gas
(single burner). >Dimensions: 64 x 52 x (H) 25cm

Dual-burner gas grill in stainless steel.
>Dimensions: 64 x 52 x (H) 25cm

Stainless steel windbreak/cover.

Enamel grill pan, fits on the gas grills.
>Dimensions: 50 x 31cm

Wok support ring, stainless steel. >Dimensions: 50 x 31cm

Lid for the gas grill with temperature indication, stainless steel. >Dimensions: 30 x 49 x (H)
16.5 cm

Gas bottle cover, stainless steel with black
coating. >Dimensions: 24 x 24 x (H) 47.5cm

Waste bin with rubbish bag holder, stainless steel
with black coating. >Dimensions: 24 x 19 x (H) 56cm

Storage box in stainless steel with black coating, can be used on either side. >Dimensions:
10 x 70 x (H) 27cm

Table extension leaf in thermally-modified,
oiled solid wood (ash), can be used on either
side. >Dimensions: 70 x 50 x (H) 15cm

Chopping board, solid oiled wood (ash) or
black polyethylene. >Dimensions: 35 x 32.5cm

Strainer bowl insert in perforated stainless
steel, for use with stainless steel sink. >Dimensions: 32 x 35 x (H) 6cm

Protective weather cover made of water-repellant breathable fabric.

KWC Eve stainless steel mixer tap. Supplied
without connecting tubes.

Stainless steel “hose bracket” tap. Supplied
without garden hose.

windbreak and cover

cutting board

Anbautisch
wechselseitig einsetzbar

Funktionsbox

extension table, can be
used on either side

side box

trash container

Lid for gas grill

Natural stone kitchen unit, various types of stone, acts as base for modular
grill units including a multi-level stainless steel sink and waste chute. Supplied
without mixer taps. >Dimensions: 180 x 70 x (H) 27 cm, 73 kg

Schneidebrett

Spülbeckeneinsätze

Müllbehälter

Garhaube für Gasgrills

Küchenblock in Naturstein oder Edelstahl, schwarz
mit Massivholzgestell, Maße: 180 x (H)93 x 70 cm

kitchen block in natural stone or stainless steel (in black)
with solid wood frame, size: 180 X (H)93 X 70 cm

Abdeckung Gasflasche

gas bottle cover
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Table of materials

Configuration examples
Kitchen block in stainless steel, black
Solid wood trestle support, ash
Stainless steel dual-burner gas grill
Stainless steel windbreak/cover
2 x gas bottle covers, stainless steel
2 x waste bins, stainless steel
Solid ash wooden table extension
Handy stainless steel storage box
Solid wooden chopping board (ash)

Natural stone
We work with one of the leading specialists in natural stone worktops, Schwanekamp. Together we select a range of natural stones such as granite, marble,
phyllite and quartzite that are suitable for the bbqube. Each type of stone possesses particular visual attributes and specific characteristics with regards to origin,
composition, density and porosity etc.
Each selection is checked and graded in our own laboratory in accordance with
our strict quality guidelines.

Solid wood: thermo-treated ash (TMT)
Thermally-modified timber (TMT) is the product of heat modification of wood,
during which its main properties are permanently improved throughout the entire cross-section. TMT is the environmentally-friendly alternative to tropical and
chemically-modified wood.
TMT is weather-resistant, dimensionally-stable and food-safe. It is additionally

KWC Eve stainless steel mixer tap

rendered longer-lasting and more UV-resistant by our additional oil impregnation.

Coated stainless steel
Our stainless steel kitchen block is coated and baked with a special high-temperature varnish. The varnish used is a special highly cross-linked lacquer with
excellent resistance to chemical and physical influences. This makes its surface
extremely scratch-resistant. It goes without saying that the varnish is suitable for

Kitchen block in natural stone, Graphite Brown

use with foods (food-safe).

Solid wood trestle support, ash
Combination grill: charcoal and gas single-burner, stainless steel.

Brushed stainless steel

Stainless steel windbreak/cover.

The stainless steel (V2A) and stainless steel components used for the bbqube

2 x gas bottle covers, stainless steel

tablished supplier of professional and domestic kitchens who also successfully

2 x waste bins, stainless steel

are sourced from the professional kitchen manufacturer Rieber. Rieber is an essupply industrial components thanks to their expertise in professional forming
(deep drawing of stainless steel).

Solid wooden table extension (ash)
Stainless steel colander sink insert
Solid wooden chopping board (ash)
KWC Eve stainless steel mixer tap

Outdoor textiles
Our protective covers are made of coated textile that is water-repellant and yet
allows humidity to escape back through the fabric to the outside. This avoids a
build-up of humidity on the surface of the protected furniture and enables you
to protect the bbqube from greying, mould and natural dirt build-up for a longer
period.

The details provided in this catalogue were correct at the time of publication. They do not constitute any kind of obligation on our part and are for information only. We shall not be held liable for any discrepancies between the illustrations or descriptions given and the actual product. We reserve the right to make alterations to our products at any time. All orders will be carried out in accordance with the relevant
versions of our General Terms of Business and our Terms of Delivery.
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